
CASA LAJOLO’S GARDEN

Casa Lajolo’s garden is a composite space, made of areas with very different structural

and botanical characteristics. It consists of multiple levels connected by gardens of

stone: the highest is a gravel square overlooking the patronal house, delimited, on one

side by sculpted box hedges, and on the other, by a collection of potted citrus trees

arranged along the villa’s façade.

The second level is made of two well delimited areas: the first of which is occupied by a

formal garden (or Italian garden), delimited by boxwood creasings (Buxus

sempervirens) and punctuate by higher sculpted box hedges (seats, geometric figures).

The second part of the second level, known as “English garden”, is a groove of yew

trees (Taxus baccata) which, with its occidental border regularly pruned, constitutes a

real green wall which marks the limit and justifies the symmetrical implant of the

Italian garden. The groove is a shaded and cool place where the star is a big and ancient

yew tree ( estimated to be more than 200 years old), inserted in 2020 in the register of
the monumental trees of the Piedmont Region.

The third level of the garden is intended for a small olive and fruit trees plantation.

descending towards the valley, lastly, after the vegetable garden area surrounded by a

brick wall, slopes down a triangular shaped field, dominated by a big oak at its apex,

which marks the extreme boarder of the property. In the past this area was an orchard,

in particular of apple’s trees. To respond to the progressive aging of the plants, recently

it has started a process of reintroduction of the fruit trees, in order to progressively

restore the traditional “prà giardin” characteristic of the economy of this kind of

property.

In this area are also located the bee hives managed in collaboration with Fondazione

Paideia. The lucky bees exploit the blooming of hazelnuts trees, acacias and wild
flours.

The garden of Casa Lajolo is a space that transmits an immediate feeling of wellness:

the different “rooms” of which is made offer different temperatures and gradations of

light, which make it welcoming in every season. Ideal for educational or rehabilitative

activities.


